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"The Baker" is the true story of Murray Durst, an American original. Born in New York in 1932 to Austrian-
and Polish-Jewish immigrants, much of Murray’s childhood was typical of New York Jews of the era: after-
school Hebrew lessons, a Bar Mitzvah at the swankiest venue his parents could afford, and summers at the
“Borscht-Belt” hotels of the Catskills Mountains. Other parts of his early life were somewhat less typical. As
the son of a prominent labor leader, the young Murray rubbed elbows with the famous (and infamous): other
labor leaders, politicians, and alleged organized crime figures. He has stories about many of them, including
three particularly well-known individuals called "Meyer," "Bennie," and "Charlie." Before entering the US
Marine Corps during the Korean War, Murray even organized a labor union himself—with their help. After
his stint in the Marines, Murray served in a hospital unit in the Army Reserves. There he acquired the
medical knowledge which would enable him to become a hospital administrator, and become quite
influential and successful. This in turn set the stage for an even greater success later on, when he amassed a
small fortune as founder and CEO of companies engaged in medical insurance fraud detection. Finally
finding personal happiness with his second wife, Lillian, the great love of his life, Murray, now financially
secure, was able to pursue his other life-long love of thoroughbred horse racing as an owner. One of his
horses, Lil's Lad, was a precocious colt who won some important races at 2- and 3-years old, and for a time
was the favorite for the 1998 Kentucky Derby. Racing fans will undoubtedly remember Murray's "fifteen
minutes" as a colorful, Damon Runyon-esque character interviewed on ABC and ESPN sports telecasts. The
book is written in Murray's own voice, which, although blunt at times is always honest and engaging.
Through it all, Murray is always a one-of-a-kind character, a lovable, rambunctious rascal at the center of
stories that are either hilarious or terrifying—or sometimes both. Murray also offers some of his thoughts on
the state of America today, where he thinks it’s headed, and how to turn things around, so that the next
generation can engage in a life’s journey as successful and exciting as his has been.
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From reader reviews:

Beatrice Pearson:

The reserve untitled The Baker is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you. The language that publisher use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of study when write the book, and so the information
that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of The Baker
from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Charles Steen:

The Baker can be one of your starter books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The copy writer giving his/her effort that will put
every word into joy arrangement in writing The Baker although doesn't forget the main point, giving the
reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource information that maybe you can be certainly one of
it. This great information can certainly drawn you into completely new stage of crucial imagining.

Jim Loop:

Reading a book to get new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to learn a book. When you go
through a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge,
mainly because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds
of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your research, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics,
along with soon. The The Baker will give you a new experience in examining a book.

Daisy Harris:

In this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable than
other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you must do
is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On the list of books
in the top checklist in your reading list is usually The Baker. This book which is qualified as The Hungry
Hillsides can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upwards and review this publication
you can get many advantages.
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